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students. Start your IELTS preparation with this complete 4-book collection full of resources. Take
advantage of the author’s more than 10 years of experience and knowledge of the Academic IELTS exam.
Study these English grammar and vocabulary lessons so you are better prepared on exam day. Get your
copy of Your Academic IELTSTM Study Collection and increase both your IELTS and English skills for an
optimal exam score.
Teaching English as a Foreign Language For Dummies - Michelle Maxom 2010-11-23
Learn to: Put an EFL course programme together from scratch Let your students loose in skills classes –
from reading to listening Deliver grammar lessons in a logical and intuitive way Cope with different age
groups and capabilities Your one-stop guide to a career that will take you places If you thought that
teaching a language that's second nature to you would be easy, think again! Explaining grammar, or
teaching correct pronunciation while simultaneously developing your own skills as a teacher can be a huge
challenge. Whether you're on a training course or have already started teaching, this book will help launch
your career and give you the confidence and expertise you need to be a brilliant teacher. Make an educated
decision – decide between the various courses, qualifications and job locations available to you Start from
scratch – plan well-structured lessons and develop successful and effective teaching techniques Focus on
skills – from reading and writing, to listening and speaking, get your students sounding and feeling fluent
Get your head around grammar – teach students to put sentences together, recognise tenses and use
adjectives and adverbs All shapes and sizes – tailor your lessons to younger learners, one-to-ones, exam
classes and Business English learners Open the book and find: TEFL, TESOL, EFL – what all the acronyms
mean The best course books and materials to supplement your teaching Advice on running your class and
handling difficulties Lesson plans that you can use in the classroom Activities and exercises to keep your
students on their toes Constructive ways to correct and assess your students' performance Ways to inject
some fun into your classes Insider information on the best jobs around the world 'An invaluable manual for
anyone thinking of embarking on a TEFL journey. Michelle Maxom's step-by-step guide provides practical
tips to get you started and offers key advice to help unleash the creative English language teacher within.' –
Claire Woollam, Director of Studies & a Teacher Trainer at Language Link London
Action Research into Teaching English in Russia's Professional Context - Natalia A. Gunina 2015-10-13
This book is a result of the investigative attempts of linguistics professionals to identify and meet the
challenges of developing communicative competence in future engineers, economists and other such
specialists. The unifying feature of all the contributions brought together here is the active involvement of
the authors in practical instruction of English for specific professional purposes at the tertiary (bachelors’
and masters’ programs) level in Russia. This volume covers a number of relevant areas in this field,
including new developments in methodology, approaches to course and materials design, and the
contribution of language theory to foreign language teaching in a professional context. The unique teaching
approach advocated in this book denounces the traditional practice of transferring classical methodology of
communicative-oriented teaching to language classes for students with a non-linguistic or non-teaching
professional orientation. The underlying idea of this volume is that a change in professional context implies
a change in language teaching methodology, including materials, techniques and target competences. The
ideas and experiences analysed here will appeal to anyone interested in the current trends in foreign
language teaching and learning and particularly to educationalists.

Applied Business English - Hubert Adonley Hagar 1910
Secrets of Success. Business English Course - Alexander Chumakov 2022-08-04
The reason l’ve created this Secrets of Success -Business English Course is because many English learners
have difficulties understanding and using real business English. By real business English l mean: general
understanding of a real business, what kind of games business people play; what it takes to be a real
business person and what a truly remarkable leader should be. I’ll guide you and l’ll train you and l’ll give
you that “secret weapon” so that you can speak excellent business English.
Grammar for Business with Audio CD - Michael McCarthy 2009-11-26
Essential grammar reference and practice for anyone using English in a business context. Grammar for
Business is a must-have for intermediate business students and anyone using English in the workplace. It
provides clear explanations and authentic practice of the most essential language used in business English.
Designed to help you improve your communication skills in real business situations, it includes a unique
focus on spoken as well as written grammar, and practical tips on areas such as organising presentations,
negotiating and giving your opinion. Ideal for classroom use and self study.
English for Everyone: Business English, Course Book - DK 2017-01-17
Build your English language skills and grow your career with English for Everyone: Business, Course Book.
A visual guide to learning English, English for Everyone: Business, Course Book is a complete self-study
course that makes workplace language easy to learn. Everything you need is included in English for
Everyone: Business, Course Book—it's a grammar book and vocabulary builder all in one. English grammar
and business terms are tied into common work scenarios that are simply explained using innovative
graphics, making them easy to understand. All learning is practiced across speaking, listening, reading, and
writing exercises, offering rounded preparation for real-life business situations including job applications,
formal e-mails, negotiation, and more. Download the free app and practice online with free listening
exercises at www.dkefe.com. English for Everyone: Business, Course Book covers the skills and topics
needed in the business world, and it matches the language standards used by the major global Englishlanguage exams, offering ideal preparation for starting, changing, and advancing your career. Series
Overview: English for Everyone series teaches all levels of English, from beginner to advanced, to speakers
of English as a second language. Innovative visual learning methods introduce key language skills,
grammar, and vocabulary, which are reinforced with a variety of speaking, reading, and writing exercises
to make the English language easier to understand and learn. Visit www.dkefe.com to find out more.
Your Academic IELTSTM Study Collection - Winn Trivette II 2019-05-01
Your Academic IELTSTM Study Collection is a bundle of 4 books to help improve your skills for a higher
score on exam day. The 4 books are: Book 1: 15 Habits of Highly Successful IELTS Candidates Book 2: 23
Keys for Academic IELTS Success Book 3: 27 Keys to Better English Grammar Book 4: 303 Vocabulary
Words You Need Get Your Academic IELTSTM Study Collection written by a certified veteran IELTS
teacher who has helped candidates just like you to achieve their optimal score. Confidently prepare to
maximize your IELTS score on exam day! Learn the same practical advice the author offers his own
business-english-grammar-lessons
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English for Everyone - Dorling Kindersley, Inc 2017
A guide to the correct usage of English grammar and business terms includes speaking, listening, reading,
and writing exercises.
Top 153 Business English Collocations, Idioms, and Phrasal Verbs - Winn Trivette II 2018-07-21
Speak more like a native English speaker. Speaking English with collocations, idioms, and phrasal verbs
shows your sophisticated command of the language. Skip any confusion about collocations, idioms, and
phrasal verbs. Instead, study Top 153 English Collocations, Idioms, and Phrasal Verbs, with a sample
sentence to show you how to use the phrase correctly. Each has been selected on the basis of practical
experience using and teaching real Business English - both spoken and written. Try the quiz after each
section to test your understanding. Get your copy of Top 153 Business English Collocations, Idioms, and
Phrasal Verbs to expand your vocabulary today to speak English more naturally!
50 Powerful Vocabulary Terms for IELTSTM, TOEFL®, and TOEIC® Success - Winn Trivette II
2020-03-02
50 Powerful Vocabulary Terms for IELTSTM, TOEFL®, and TOEIC® Success was written to quickly and
easily give you a broader and richer vocabulary. Achieve mastery of these 50 vocabulary terms in the
shortest time possible for a high exam score. Professor Winn, a certified English instructor and veteran
English exam instructors guides you effortlessly to quickly build your word power for success. The 20
vocabulary terms and 10 collocations boost your writing so you can better produce clear, accurate, and
convincing arguments. All 10 idioms, 10 phrasal verbs, 20 vocabulary terms, and 10 collocations are perfect
to use in a variety of situations you encounter on the Speaking Sections of these exams. Stop hesitating and
losing time on the exam because you don’t know the right word to say in the right situation. Instead, use all
50 vocabulary terms, each with example sentences, to upgrade your word power for greater success on
exam day! Start studying 50 Powerful Vocabulary Terms for IELTSTM, TOEFL®, and TOEIC® Success
today!
50 Powerful Vocabulary Terms & Preparation Guide for TOEIC® - Winn Trivette II, MA 2020-03-10
Use these two keys for a high score on the TOEIC exam in one volume: 50 Powerful Vocabulary Terms &
Preparation Guide for TOEIC®. Don’t delay your job promotion or career boost! Follow these 15 habits of
highly successful TOEIC candidates. Build a strong vocabulary with these 50 carefully selected terms
including phrasal verbs, idioms, and collocations. Get the advantage of Professor Winn’s test advice he
gives his own students in this one text. Maximize your score with this powerful combination of English and
TOEIC skills and word power in the limited time you have to prepare for the exam. 50 Powerful Vocabulary
Terms & Preparation Guide for TOEIC® combines two texts to improve your skills just in time for a high
TOEIC score. Get the test confidence and preparation you need to take the test once and start writing the
next chapter in your career! Learn a handful of phrasal verbs, idioms, and collocations that can be used in a
variety of situations on the test. Use the powerful vocabulary terms to express your opinions and sharpen
your descriptions on the exam. Start to increase your TOEIC score with 50 Powerful Vocabulary Terms &
Preparation Guide for TOEIC® now!
23 Keys for Academic IELTSTM Success - Winn Trivette II 2019-01-07
Use 23 Keys for Academic IELTSTM Success as part of your disciplined study plan to maximize your score
on the exam! Trust the experience and expertise of an IELTS teacher with the same advice for his own
students. Learn essential information drawn from practical experience to defeat the Academic IELTS exam.
Key features **8 chapters cover the four major language and "hidden" skills you need for IELTS excellence
while giving you a sense of meaningful progress. **Confidence-building advice to either supplement selfstudy or use as a textbook in courses. **23 keys most relevant to IELTS candidates, drawn from the
experience of a veteran English teacher. **Extra Resource File full of extra materials to compliment student
preparation. **Immediate help for students who seek a high band score by preparing early. **Trust the
experience and expertise of an IELTS teacher to help you prepare for IELTS excellence on exam day. When
you complete this book, you will have a solid foundation for maximizing your Academic IELTS Band score.
Get your copy of 23 Keys for Academic IELTSTM Success today.
English for Everyone Business English Level 2 - Dorling Kindersley Publishing Staff 2017-01-03
"English for Everyone is an exciting and comprehensive self-study course for adults learning English as a
business-english-grammar-lessons

foreign language. This course is a unique new series with a visual, engaging and easy to follow style to
make the English language easy to learn. Learn business English by reinforcing key language skills,
grammar rules and vocabulary with listening, speaking, reading, and writing exercises. This unique course
is easy to use, starting at beginner level and working up to advanced English to help you grow in
confidence as you learn. This Business English Intermediate Practice Book introduces business topics such
as interpersonal skills, meeting vocabulary, emailing a client and attending interviews. Audio material is
provided at every stage through the English For Everyone website and Android/iOS apps to provide vital
experience of spoken English and make even tricky phrases easy to understand. Perfect for personal study
or to support exams including TOEFL and IELTS, English for Everyone is suitable for all levels of English
language learners."
Teach Business English - Sylvie Donna 2000-07-27
Teach Business English provides a comprehensive introduction to Business English for teachers who are
new to the field, and inspiration and guidance for those already involved in this area of teaching.This book
deals with a range of issues from needs analysis and course planning to assessment and evaluation. It also
suggests solutions to common teaching problems. The emphasis throughout is practical and a large part of
the book focuses on classroom procedures. There are activities for all the major skill areas and most can be
used with minimal preparation. Notes on key areas are included, as well as sample correspondence, test
items, worksheets and forms. The quick-reference index allows for easy access to the guidelines and
classroom procedures.
The Making of English - Henry Bradley 1904
Easy Academic English and Writing for IELTSTM and TOEFL iBT® - Winn Trivette II, MA 2020-05-22
Easy Academic English and Writing for IELTSTM and TOEFL iBT® shows IELTS and TOEFL candidates as
well as university students and professionals how to write English well. Let Professor Winn, a CELTAcertified native English instructor, help you reach your career goals in this one volume that combines two
books: Book1: Easy Academic English Book 2: 17 Keys to Better English Writing. Serious IELTS and TOEFL
candidates who value a high grade cannot miss this primer to the exact writing needed to score high on the
exams. Easy Academic English reveals the important features of Academic English including useful phrases
and critical errors to avoid. 17 Keys to Better English Writing is a deep dive into the mechanics of English
writing from building cohesion while learning to write transitions to using parallel style to achieve
coherence in varied sentence patterns. Don’t let poor English writing skills hinder your career goals. Start
learning to express yourself better using the written word today. Easy Academic English and Writing for
IELTSTM and TOEFL iBT® helps you make an immediate impact in your English writing from exams to the
classroom and office.
181 Best English Collocations, Idioms, and Phrasal Verbs - Winn Trivette II, MA 2020-01-08
Let 181 Best English Collocations, Idioms, and Phrasal Verbs be your faithful study guide whatever your
level of English. A strong, comprehensive English vocabulary includes using collocations, idioms, and
phrasal verbs. Don’t let these common features of spoken English ruin your career. Study 181 Best English
Collocations, Idioms, and Phrasal Verbs today! Get 60 collocations, idioms, and phrasal verbs (+ a bonus
phrase) with example sentences that show you how to exactly use these terms correctly. Show your friends,
colleagues, and boss how well you can speak in English starting today! Confidently watch a movie in
English and understand its many idioms and collocations. Get 181 Best English Collocations, Idioms, and
Phrasal Verbs and finally improve your level of spoken English!
21 Top Business English Grammar Lessons - Winn Trivette II 2018-07-22
Don’t let English grammar stop your professional career! Get hand-selected grammar lessons straight from
a seasoned Business English professor who knows students' greatest troubles. In an easy-to-understand
approach, learn principle Business English grammar lessons. Avoid simple grammatical errors while writing
your memos or letters that could embarrass you in front of your colleagues and boss. Take the quiz after
each lesson and check your understanding. Use the book as a reference, study aide for exams, or perfect
classroom text. Finally, take control and overcome your serious Business English grammar doubts.
The Essentials of Business English - Porter Lander MacClintock 1915
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Grammar Book 3: Top 75 Misused English Word Pairs Book 4: 303 Vocabulary Words You Need Each text is
written by a veteran CELTA-certified English teacher who has helped candidates just like you reach their
career goals. This comprehensive volume gives you expert advice so you gain an unfair advantage over the
competition in the ruthless international job market. Professor Winn shares his own wisdom regarding
English writing, vocabulary, and grammar in this complete 4-book collection. Be better prepared for a
rewarding career whether at university or the office with stronger writing skills in our global economy. Get
your copy of Upgrade Your English Writing Skills today!
Business English - María Isabel Castro Cid 2005
"Business English gives you the skills you need to sound professional and communicate with ease in the
workplace. This program will help you develop a good sense of business language and advanced grammar;
understand social etiquette and cultural differences; familiarize yourself with up-to-date idiomatic
expressions; and build confidence in speaking, understanding, reading, and writing English in professional
or formal settings. Business English includes: a 336-page book with 20 essential lessons, including
marketing and advertising, computers and the internet, immigration and visas, imports and exports, and
even politics; four hours of recordings on four audio CDs, including all of the dialogues; a guide to English
grammar, additional vocabulary, and a list of industry-specific terms. Business English is an advanced ESL
program for speakers of any language.
Teaching English Grammar - Jim Scrivener 2012

Essential English Grammar and Communication Strategies - Adrian Wallwork 2022-07-31
This book is for university students, with at least a mid-intermediate level of English. It is designed both for
self-study and also as a support for a course on academic communication. It can thus be used alongside the
companion volumes: Writing an Academic Paper in English and Giving an Academic Presentation in
English. The book focuses only on those areas that are either the most commonly found in academic
communication and/or cause the most problems. It is thus considerably more accessible than a traditional
grammar or style guide. Grammar coverage includes: articles (a/an, the), countable vs uncountable nouns,
modal verbs (can, may, could, might), comparisons, present and past tenses, link words, prepositions, and
verbs that cause grammatical difficulties. There is a strong focus on those elements that make a paper
more readable, and a presentation more accessible and memorable: clarity and empathy, sentence length,
word order, and punctuation. There are chapters on two key areas of communication in academia: writing
emails to editors, drafting a CV/resume. The book is laid out simply, with short explanations, and lots of
example sentences (plus typical mistakes). Other books in the series: Writing an Academic Paper in English
Giving an Academic Presentation in English Adrian Wallwork is the author of more than 40 ELT and EAP
textbooks. He has trained several thousand PhD students and researchers from around 50 countries to
write research papers and give presentations. He is also the co-founder of e4ac.com, an editing agency for
non-native English-speaking researchers.
Business Vocabulary in Use Advanced with Answers - Bill Mascull 2010-04-29
This text is aimed specifically at advanced level learners of business English. Primarily designed as a selfstudy reference book, it can also be used for classroom work.
Modern Business English - Carrie Josephine Smith 1906

Your Study Collection for TOEIC® - Winn Trivette II, MA 2019-05-07
Your Study Collection for TOEIC® is a valuable combination of 4 books to help improve your skills to get a
high TOEIC score. Get your TOEIC, grammar, and vocabulary lessons all in one convenient volume. The 4
books are: Book 1: Professor Winn's 15 Habits of Highly Successful TOEIC® Candidates Book 2: 27 Keys to
Better English Grammar Book 3: 303 Vocabulary Words You Need Book 4: Top 153 Business English
Collocations, Idioms, and Phrasal Verbs Each text is written by a certified experienced TOEIC teacher who
has helped candidates just like you to achieve their optimal score. The comprehensive volume gives you
advice for both the Listening and Reading and the Speaking and Writing TOEIC exams. Take the TOEIC
with confidence and get the optimal score you seek for that promotion at the office. Get the same practical
recommendations Professor Winn gives his own students in the complete 4-book collection. You receive
TOEIC exam tips as well as English grammar and vocabulary help so you are better prepared on exam day.
Get your copy of Your Study Collection for TOEIC® and boost both your TOEIC and English skills for a high
exam score.
Upgrade Your English Vocabulary Skills - Winn Trivette II, MA 2020-01-08
Upgrade Your English Vocabulary Skills is your best study aide if you need a richer word power for greater
career success. Always make a memorably first impression with the right word at the right time to impress
your friends, colleagues (the boss!), and clients. Thankfully, Upgrade Your English Vocabulary Skills is your
valuable combination of 3 texts to sharpen your lexicon. The 3 books are: Book 1: Top 75 Misused English
Word Pairs Book 2: 303 Words You Need to Know Book 3: 181 Best English Collocations, Idioms, and
Phrasal Verbs Each text is written by a veteran CELTA-certified English teacher who has helped candidates
just like you reach their career goals. This comprehensive volume gives you a broad exposure to English
vocabulary in three accessible books full of lessons to: use commonly confused terms expertly study
thematic lists organized by category, and finally ease your fear of collocations, idioms, and phrasal verbs.
All come with quizzes to test your progress. Professor Winn shares his own advice given to his own students
so you are better able to get that promotion, sell more to clients, or ace the IELTS or TOEFL exam. Be
better prepared for a rewarding career whether at university or the office with stronger writing skills in our
global economy. Get your copy of Upgrade Your English Vocabulary Skills today!
Business English - Mary Ellen Guffey 2019-02-01
Improve your language skills with the proven grammar instruction, helpful learning features and
corresponding online resources in Guffey/Seefer's market-leading BUSINESS ENGLISH, 13E. This
outstanding leader in grammar and mechanics books uses a three-level approach to separate topics into
manageable units that help you hone the critical skills needed to communicate professionally. Packed with
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Business English - Carl Coran Marshall 1905
Business Grammar, Style & Usage - Alicia Abell 2003-01-01
Focusing on the art of business writing and speaking--based on how executives actually write and speak-this text's topics include misused punctuation and spelling, misused terms, and the top ten rules for writing
and speaking articulately.
Business English, Level 2 - Dorling Kindersley Publishing Staff 2017-01-03
English for Everyone is an exciting and comprehensive self-study course for adults learning English as a
foreign language. This course is a unique new series with a visual, engaging and easy to follow style to
make the English language easy to learn. Learn business English by reinforcing key language skills,
grammar rules and vocabulary with listening, speaking, reading and writing exercises. This unique course
is easy to use, starting at beginner level and working up to advanced English to help you grow in
confidence as you learn. This Business English Intermediate Course Book introduces business topics such
as interpersonal skills, meeting vocabulary, emailing a client and attending interviews. Audio material is
provided at every stage through the English For Everyone website and Android/iOS apps to provide vital
experience of spoken English and make even tricky phrases easy to understand. Perfect for personal study
or to support exams including TOEFL and IELTS, English for Everyone is suitable for all levels of English
language learners.
Essential Business Grammar & Practice - Michael Duckworth 2006-06-15
Clear, simple explanations of grammar points appropriate for lower-level learners. Straightforward practice
activities based on accuracy. Authentic source material, providing contexts relevant to adult professional
learners' needs. Short end-of-unit sections allowing students to personalise key grammar. Progress tests.
Upgrade Your English Writing Skills - Winn Trivette II 2020-01-08
Let Upgrade Your English Writing Skills immediately impact your written English. You know how important
crisp communication skills enhance your career in the global economy. Thankfully Upgrade Your English
Writing Skills is your valuable combination of 4 books to sharpen your written communication skills starting
today. The 4 books are: Book 1: 17 Keys to Better English Writing Book 2: 27 Keys to Better English
business-english-grammar-lessons
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insights from the authors’ more than 60 years of combined classroom experience, this edition is the only
book of its kind on the market that provides prompt feedback with answers and explanations from the
authors so that you know immediately if you have answered correctly. Updates now reflect contemporary
examples of language use, including grammar in entertainment, the news and social media. Strong learning
features help strengthen language skills to perform confidently in today’s digital classroom and tomorrow’s
workplace. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Lessons in Business English - Paul Garfield Duncan 1914

arise in such texts are a source of useful discussion. The book has been thoroughly revised and expanded
for this second edition, which contains additional chapters and material. A new opening chapter discusses
the concept of 'grammatically correct English' and the differences between descriptive, prescriptive and
proscriptive approaches to the writing of grammar books. The book is a systematic description of Standard
English, and examples of contemporary spoken dialectal grammar are introduced and analysed to illustrate
the differences between standard and nonstandard usage. A Course Book in English Grammar will prove
invaluable to all students of English Language.
17 Keys to Better English Writing - Winn Trivette II 2018-07-21
Strong writing skills allow students and professionals to set themselves apart from the crowd. Because
English writing skills are highly valued in the global workplace, 17 Keys to Better English Writing is here to
help! Gain confidence to write effective and persuasive English documents no matter your first language.
Start learning and honing powerful writing skills today to shine at school or the office! Let 17 Keys to
Better English Writing show you how to write in English to positively impact your career advancement.
Enhance your business writing skills to gain a key competitive advantage in the global marketplace.
Increase your credibility as an expert in your field and distinguish yourself from your competition! Follow
these 17 actionable keys to English writing to communicate better with both colleagues and clients. In
other words, let 17 Keys to Better English Writing help you get the success and recognition you deserve.
ESL Conversation Book for Business English - Marc Roche 2019-12-14
ESL Conversation Book for Business English: ESL Lessons for Business Speaking. A Collection of ESL
Conversation Cards, Grammar Activities & Speaking Activities for the Business English Classroom.No Prep
Business English Speaking Lessons for Busy Teachers! Sign up for exclusive resources + free e-books +
tons of other resources and goodies at the end of the bookThis brand new ESL Conversation Book for
Business English is jam-packed full of speaking cards, worksheets and conversation sheets to whip out
whenever you want and make your life instantly easier. Business English lessons are all about getting
students comfortable and engaged even when they are tired or distracted by external factors. The ESL
Conversation Book for Business English will give you the tools needed to get students speaking, which will
make your business English classes both more enjoyable and more productive! In the Phrasal Verbs section
of this book, you'll find grammar and vocabulary hand-outs before each set of speaking questions. You can
do some of these handouts in class, or you can set them as homework if you prefer. All the worksheets and
ESL conversation cards can be photocopied and used in the classroom and can be adapted to classroom
games and warmers

50 Powerful Vocabulary Terms & Preparation Guide for TOEFL iBT® - Winn Trivette II, MA
2020-03-08
Get two keys to a high score on the TOEFL iBT in one volume: 50 Powerful Vocabulary Terms &
Preparation Guide for TOEFL iBT®. Start now! Follow these 15 habits of highly successful TOEFL
candidates. Build a strong vocabulary with these 50 carefully selected terms including phrasal verbs,
idioms, and collocations. Professor Winn gives you the same test wisdom he gives his own students in this
one text. Maximize your score with this powerful combination of English and TOEFL skills and word power
in the limited time you have to prepare for the exam. 50 Powerful Vocabulary Terms & Preparation Guide
for TOEFL iBT® is a valuable combination of two texts to help improve your skills to get a high TOEFL
score. Feel confident and better prepared so you only have to take the test once and get on with the next
chapter in your career! Don’t get overwhelmed with confusing vocabulary terms. Learn a handful of phrasal
verbs, idioms, and collocations that can be used in a variety of situations on the test. Increase your TOEFL
score with 50 Powerful Vocabulary Terms & Preparation Guide for TOEFL iBT® now!
A Course in Business English - Maximilian Delphinus Berlitz 1919
A Course Book in English Grammar - Dennis Freeborn 1995-07-05
The study of language in written texts and transcripts of speech is greatly helped by a student's abilityBB to
identify and describe those prominent features of the grammar which make one variety of English different
from another. A Course Book in English Grammar looks at many of the problems encountered by students
and encourages them to find their own answers and to assess hypotheses about grammatical description.
There are activities at each step, using authentic written and spoken data. Using 'real' texts avoids the
faking of evidence to be found in some traditional grammar books, and interesting problems of analysis that
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